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Abstract                             

We study means of extracting quantitative information about particle attributes using state-of-

art in-line and off-line particle measurements and analysis techniques. The approach comprises 

a combination of image analysis, laser diffraction, inversion of chord length distribution, and 

multivariate analysis. Polystyrene particle suspensions are used as the model system to provide 

a wide range of particle loadings (up to 10 wt%), sizes (<90 to 800 µm) and shapes. We identify 

key challenges and limitation of the in-line imaging and chord length measurements; 

particularly, an upper limit of particle number density of 10,000 g-1 is observed, as well as the 

impact of internal reflections from large and transparent particles. The latter phenomena 

deteriorate the accuracy of the chord length distribution and the subsequent particle size 

estimation using inversion algorithms. The study demonstrates the use of multivariate analysis 
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for quantifying particle size and concentration, which yields relative errors of 6 and 11 %, 

respectively. 

Keywords: particle size distribution; solid concentration; chord length distribution; in-line 

quantitative particle analysis; partial least square regression analysis;  

 

1. Introduction 

The ability to monitor key quality attributes in pharmaceutical, chemical and biological 

processes in real-time has been the key motivation that drives the development of Process 

Analytical Technologies (PAT). In-line analysis methods offer fast, non-destructive and non-

disruptive measurements, presenting an attractive alternative to off-line options. For example, 

particle size and shape are critical physical attributes in the pharmaceutical industry and have 

a direct impact on downstream process efficiency,[1, 2] and product quality.[3, 4] The key 

benefit of obtaining real-time information from in-line particle analysers is to enable real-time 

feedback/feedforward process control, a major contribution to optimal process operation, 

process/product consistency and critical to the migration from batch to continuous manufacture. 

In-line analysers are typically configured with reduced measurement flexibility and tighter 

control of the measurement parameters. For complex scenarios where particulate substances 

evolve significantly with the process and/or vary with process conditions, the selection of a 

suitable in-line particle analyser for the entire process is not straightforward. To date, only a 

few techniques are capable of in situ/in-line analysis for real-time process control and 

optimisation, and little has been reported on the comparison of the performance and reliability 

of different particle analysis methods.[5-7] Most studies using in-line particle analysers only 

utilise the measurement as a quality indicator. Spectroscopic-based techniques require indirect 

inference of crucial properties of particles from the light scattering effect on spectra.[8-10] The 
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capability of in-line measurement techniques to quantify key particle attributes has not been 

subject to extensive studies; state-of-the-art techniques typically involve the analysis/inversion 

of the measurement using physical-based models, which are time-consuming and often do not 

account for interferences that occur in practice. The ability for in-line particle analysers to 

provide reliable and real-time information about the process is highly desirable to meet the 

growing trend in adopting PAT in manufacturing. Achieving this aim requires the fundamental 

understanding of different analysers and a reliable approach to deriving the information from 

the captured measurements. 

1.1.Off-line particle analysis – sieving, laser diffraction and microscopy 

Traditionally, particle size measurements have been conducted using off-line techniques such 

as sieving, laser diffraction (LD) and microscopy. Sieving is capable of separating particles in 

a broad size range and is easy to implement; the diameter of the particle is defined as the 

smallest lateral dimension of the particle which passes through a given sieve size. Sieving is 

most accurate and effective for spherical or near-spherical particles; particles of non-spherical 

shape often lead to anomalous results.  

Laser diffraction (LD) is a widely accepted standard method in many industries for the 

measurement of a wide range of particle types and sizes, typically between 0.01-3000 µm, and 

usually applies to particles above 1 µm.[11] LD measures the scattering pattern from dispersed 

individual particles illuminated by a laser beam.[5] The analysis of the scattering pattern 

assumes that all particles are spherical and typically requires diluting samples, a process that 

can alter the characteristics of the particles and is difficult to apply in-line for most applications.  

Microscopy image analysis allows the assessment of two-dimensional particle size and shape 

information; in the case of non-spherical particles, the preferential dimensions of particles are 

the two longer axes. Therefore, analysis of 3D size and shape population of a non-spherical 

particle is skewed and often used along with non-visual techniques to mitigate such bias.[12]  
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Although the interpretation of the results from the off-line analysis is usually more 

straightforward, errors introduced during sampling, sample preparation or transport can affect 

the representativeness of the results. Furthermore, the consequences of delayed detection can 

be costly, and can even lead to the discard of the product. 

1.2.In-line particle analysis – imaging and chord length measurement 

The most common techniques for in-line particle measurement include particle Chord Length 

(CL) measurement, microscopic imaging, and spectroscopy. Chord lengths (CLs) of particles, 

defined as the distance between any two edges of a particle’s 2-D projection, have been utilised 

to infer particle size.[13-15] CL measurements acquire the duration of the signals reflected by 

particles passing in front of a laser illumination beam. The statistical representation of the 

multiple CLs detected is presented in the form of chord length distribution (CLD). Several 

methods have been developed to extract particle size information from a CLD; however, the 

ill-posed nature of the inversion presents a significant challenge to yielding a reliable 

solution.[16-19] Within the accuracy of experimental data, the same CLD can potentially 

correspond to multiple combinations of the population distribution of particle size and shape.  

Similar to the off-line approach, in-line imaging method returns a 2-D projection of particles. 

Many optical imaging systems have been developed, including Photometric Stereo 

Imaging,[20] Eyecon technology,[21] stereoscopic imaging[22] and Particle Vision 

Microscope (PVM).[23] The in-line approach captures the projection of free-flowing particles 

in the optical plane of the instrument. However, the accuracy of the particle analysis is a 

function of the instrument’s optical volume, which depends on its optical setting. For example, 

images of partially in-focus particles may be mistakenly treated as smaller particles by the 

analysis algorithm, compromising the accuracy of the interpretation.[24] 

Although in-line particle size analysers are not designed for assessing particle concentration, 

the count of particles in images or CL is related to the number of particles in a system and can 
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act as an indicator. Furthermore, the ill-posed issue for inverting particle size information from 

CLDs constrains the CL measurement for qualitative assessment of particle attributes. 

Understanding how to best utilise the information captured by a PAT tool is important in 

maximising the knowledge on crucial attributes in processes, as well as to develop a robust in-

line analysis strategy. 

Multivariate regression analysis (MVA) has been applied to CLDs to model, for example, the 

relationship of particle size during granulation with the process parameters used to establish 

the granulation endpoint and to determine cake resistance.[25-27] However, no methods have 

been reported to obtain particle size information directly. 

Here, means of extracting quantitative information on particle size and concentration from 

commercial in-line and off-line particle measurement techniques are presented. Suspensions of 

polystyrene particles of different sizes and shapes at different solid loading are used as a model 

system. In the case of CL measurements, partial least square regression (PLSR) analysis is 

applied to overcome the limitations of CLD inversion approaches, providing a robust means of 

quantifying particle size and concentration.    

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1.Materials and experimental setup 

Polystyrene (PS) particles were used as the model system due to the broad range of particle 

size and shape that can be synthesized using suspension polymerisation reactions.[28] Particles 

were sieved into six size groups from < 90 µm to 800 µm with shapes varying gradually from 

ellipsoids to spheres. Particles in each group were suspended in deionized (DI) water at five 

solid loadings: 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 wt%, yielding a total of 30 samples of different size 

and concentration. Table 1 summarises the size range of PS particles and their respective 

nomenclature used in the study. 
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For in-line measurements, polystyrene suspensions were placed in a 250 ml glass jacketed tank 

reactor (Radleys, UK), as shown in SFigure 1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information 

(ESI). The reactor was fitted with a PTFE turbine stirrer of 40 mm ø, 315 mm (long ø shaft) 

and operated clockwise at 500 rpm. In-line imaging and chord length measurement probes were 

positioned at an inclination of 30o. Stirring speed, probe direction and position were optimised 

to mitigate interference between optical measurements. 

2.2. In-line and off-line measurements 

In-line imaging. Images of the particles in suspension were captured using a PVM V819 probe 

(Mettler Toledo, UK). Greyscale images were acquired from a field of view of 1075 µm × 825 

µm. Each image frame consists of 1360×1024 pixels with a pixel size of 0.8 μm. Diffuse 

transmission images were obtained using a Teflon reflector cap attached to the probe.  

The processing of the particle images follows the procedure described by Cardona et al.[24] 

The image analysis algorithm only accepts particles in focus and larger than 24 µm, and the 

results are expressed in the form of Equivalent Circle Diameter (ECD).[29] 10,000 frames of 

images for each sample are analysed; at least 500 in-focus particles are required to form a valid 

PSD. In this study, the results are expressed in number- and volume-weighted PSDs. The 

algorithm also provides aspect ratio distributions, as described in Ref. 24. 

In-line chord length (CL) measurement. CL measurements were conducted using an FBRM 

G400 system (Mettler‐ Toledo, UK) which expresses the CLD as a distribution containing 100 

geometrically-spaced bins. Considering the broad range of particle sizes analysed and the 

requirement for quantitative comparison with other particle measurement techniques, CLDs 

acquired using the macro mode were chosen for further analysis, including unweighted and 

square-weighted CLDs. The former was further inverted into a volume-weighted PSD using 

the algorithm developed by Agimelen et al., which utilizes the Fredholm integral equation (first 
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kind).[16, 30-32] The algorithm assumes the same aspect ratio for all particles, and the size is 

expressed as ECD. 

Off-line imaging. The static microscope-imaging analysis was performed using Morphologi 

G3 (Malvern Instruments Limited, UK) to measure particles size and shape. PS particles were 

dispersed using an integrated dry powder disperser, and images of individual particles were 

captured using a high-resolution digital camera. The setup typically measures particles of size 

between 0.5 µm to 1000 µm. 

The system utilises advanced graphing and data classification software to analyse at least 500 

particles per PS group and obtain representative particle distribution statistics. Anomalous 

objects such as fibres, aggregated particles and fines, were discarded using the visualisation 

tool provided. The results of the analysis are displayed as Equivalent Circle Diameter (ECD) 

and aspect ratio distributions. The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the shortest to the 

longest axis of a particle. It can vary from nearly zero for very elongated and thin particles to 

one for spherical particles. 

Off-line laser diffraction (LD). The LD measurements were conducted using a Mastersizer 

3000 (Malvern Instruments Limited, UK). PS particles were dispersed in DI water using a 

Hydro MV cell (Malvern Instruments Limited, UK) by adding particles to the cell to reach a 

laser obscuration of 15%. Five measurements were taken for each sample. LD measurements 

are expressed as the volume-weighted distribution of Equivalent Sphere Diameter (ESD). 

2.3. Data representation and multivariate regression analysis 

Particle size distribution (PSD) representation. Due to the nature of the measurement 

principles, each particle size instrument has a preferred mode of expressing PSD, and their 

direct comparison is not straightforward. Table 2 summarises the different size ranges and the 

number of bins for each technique; ESD and ECD are only comparable for spherical particles. 
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Depending on the measurement principle and the shape of non-spherical particles, ECD and 

ESD exhibit different discrepancies. 

Furthermore, since each technique uses different size range, the number of bins and width of 

the bin to express the PSD, all PSDs were converted into probability density functions (PDF) 

to allow a grid-independent comparison for all measurements. The PDF is the probability of a 

random variable falling within a particular range of values which can be calculated from the 

area under the PDF curve.[33] 

Partial least square regression (PLSR) analysis. PLSR analysis was applied to the 

unweighted and square-weighted CLDs to extract quantitative information on particle size and 

concentration. The analysis uses the algorithms reported by Chen et al.[34] The median particle 

size, D50, from LD and concentration from gravimetric measurements were used as the 

reference values for the model. PLSR model performance was tested using leave-one-out cross-

validation, and the merit of the models was obtained based on the number of latent variables 

(LVs), the root-mean-square error of cross-validation (RMSECV), RMSECV curves and the 

correlation coefficient R2. The loading curves and scores of the latent variables used in the 

models were also considered, as well as the randomness of the residual plot. Two approaches, 

log transformation and Standard Normal Variate (SNV) pre-processing,[35] were used to pre-

process the CLDs into a comparable scale prior to establishing the model. All data, with or 

without pre-processing, was mean centred prior to model formation. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

To determine the performance of different methods at extracting quantitative particle 

information, the effect of particle size and concentration on PSDs are analysed. The causes of 

the discrepancies between measurement techniques are discussed, along with their main 
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strengths and limitations. The goal is to examine the effectiveness of extracting particle size 

and concentration from the measured signal. In the case of CLD measurements, PLSR models 

are established to improve the estimation of particle size and concentration. 

3.1.Effect of particle size in off-line & in-line PSD 

For consistency, the comparison is conducted using volume-weighted PSDs for all techniques 

considered. The comparison of grid-independent PDFs from in-line and off-line imaging, LD 

and CL techniques is shown in Figure 1; for the in-line measurement techniques, the PDFs are 

estimated using measurements on 10 wt% particle suspensions to ensure sufficient sampling 

of particles. All PDFs are broader than the range defined by sieving due to the variety of particle 

shapes in the sample. Figure 2(a)-(f) present typical images captured using the in-line imaging 

technique, clearly indicating the presence of a mix of ellipsoidal and spherical particles for the 

majority of the particle size groups. As non-spherical particles like ellipsoids can pass a sieve 

mesh of an aperture smaller than the length of its long axis, the sieve diameter does no longer 

correspond to the ESD. In this case, using sieving to determine particle size range can lead to 

an underestimation bias of particle size.[36-38] 

Different anomalies between techniques can be observed for each particle size group. For 

example, in-line and off-line imaging techniques do not result in similar PDFs, particularly in 

Figures 1(a), (b) and (e). The images are further analysed to determine the cause of the 

anomalies. The cumulative distribution of aspect ratios for both in-line and off-line imaging 

methods is shown in Figure 2(g). Both cases indicate a decrease of ellipsoidal particles in the 

sample for groups of large particle size, as evidenced by the in-line images in Figure 2(a)-(f). 

In general, a larger proportion of elongated objects is observed through off-line measurement. 

How accurately the axes of non-spherical particles are described depends on the imaging 

technique. For example, the shortest axis of platelet-like particles is often under-represented in 

off-line image analysis due to the two longest axes being preferred for static particles on 
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microscope slides. On the other hand, in-line imaging techniques are known to be more 

susceptible to the presence of out-of-focus particles. The in-line method is likely to capture 

images of partially focused particles at different orientations; constructing the true shape of the 

non-spherical particles using in-line imaging is thus challenging.[24] Instead, the analysis 

could interpret out-of-focus particles as images of smaller particles, causing a shift of the PDFs 

towards smaller sizes with respect to off-line imaging observed in Figure 1(a) and (b). 

The effect of partially focused and randomly oriented particles in in-line image analysis is also 

evident in Figure 2(g). Observing the longest dimensions of the particle in the in-line analysis 

is unlikely since moving particles orient randomly with respect to the field of view of the 

camera, leading to over-estimation of the aspect ratio, as observed in Figure 2(g). In this 

circumstance, only a fraction of the ellipsoidal particles happens to orient at a position that 

projects their longest axis in the 2D image. The rest of the ellipsoidal particles orient at an angle 

to the image plane, subsequently, leading to particle images with a shorter long axis. Unlike 

the off-line method, where particles fall into two distinctive aspect ratio groups, ~0.2-0.5 

(ellipsoids) and 1 (spheres), the cumulative distribution of aspect ratio increases gradually for 

in-line image analysis with a smaller particle percentage for the smallest aspect ratio, as shown 

in Figure 2(g) for the samples containing ellipsoidal particles (PS0-90 to PS250-300). The 

findings in Figure 2 suggest that off-line image analysis is more sensitive in resolving the 

particle population of different shapes. The PDF peaks for the off-line method in Figure 1(b) 

indicate the contribution of the spherical and ellipsoidal particles to the ECD. In contrast, the 

in-line method results in broadening of the PDF and the appearance of a shoulder. Better 

agreement in PSD between the in-line and off-line imaging techniques is observed from 

samples that mostly consist of spherical/nearly spherical particles (see Figures 1(c)-(e)).  

The under-estimation of the population size in Figure 1(e) by the in-line method is related to 

particles’ size reaching the dimensions of the image frame; the image analysis algorithm 
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discards particles that cross the image frame to avoid biasing results. Larger particles, which 

are more likely to fall on the image frame, will, therefore, be under-represented in the PDF. In 

fact, for the largest particles, i.e. PS630-800, it was not possible to capture enough particles to 

provide a representative population from the 10,000 frames acquired. 

All PDFs from the LD method exhibit a broad and smooth mono-modal ESD distribution, 

despite the presence of ellipsoids identified by imaging techniques. In general, the PDFs 

extracted from LD tend to shift towards smaller ESD when compared with these techniques 

owing to the method of inversion of the diffraction pattern averaged across different particles. 

In the case of ellipsoidal particles, the diffraction pattern of the short axis of the particles is 

more likely to be measured, which subsequently contributes to the skewed PDF curves towards 

smaller sizes.[39] As the population of spherical particles increases, the consistency between 

the imaging and the LD method increases.  

Many challenges are reported for estimating reliable PSDs from CLDs; the results in Figure 1 

demonstrate some of these limitations. For instance, at high solid loading, the method may 

collect CLs from overlapped particles instead of individual particles, as suggested by the over-

crowded particle images in Figure 1(a). The over-lapped particle group results in unresolvable 

longer CLs, which subsequently translates in larger particle sizes. Increasing particle size at a 

fixed solid loading reduces the particle number density, improving the resolution of CL 

measurement, as observed in Figures 1(b) and (c). Another limitation of CL measurements is 

the interference of internal reflection from the transparent polystyrene beads. The inverted 

PSDs in Figure 1(d) and (e) exhibit a peak at around 150 µm, related to the internal reflection 

of the incident laser by the particle, as also observed by the in-line imaging probe for a particle 

illuminated directly (in SFigure 2 in ESI). The CL measurement suffers from specular 

reflection and additional internal scattering which splits the length of the chords.[40-43] As in-

line imaging indicates that particles in all size groups are transparent, such interference is 
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expected to affect all CLDs and their corresponding inverted PSDs and results in the persistent 

peak of smaller size. Increasing particle size leads to the increased separation of the split 

chords, and eventually becomes well-resolved in the inverted PSD as demonstrated in Figure 

1(e). For PS630-800 (Figure 1(f)), the measurement is severely compromised by chord 

splitting, which affects most of the particles since no contribution is observed at the expected 

particle size. 

The comparison in Figures 1 and 2 highlights the advantages and shortcomings of different 

particle sizing techniques. The presence of non-spherical particles poses a significant challenge 

to the off-line LD and in-line - both imaging and chord length - measurements; transparent 

particles further deteriorate the performance of chord length analyses. Results also highlight 

the challenges in analysing samples with high particle density, discussed in detail in the next 

section. 

3.2.Effect of solid loading on in-line measurements  

The effect of solid loading is investigated using only in-line methods as the off-line methods 

are not suitable to quantify particle population in suspensions due to sample preparation 

requirements. Although PDFs cannot be utilised to quantify particle content as PDFs are 

normalised, an increase of solid loading can manifest as an increase in the number of particles 

imaged or chord lengths captured per unit time. This offers an opportunity to utilise CL and 

imaging techniques to determine the solid content of a suspension.  

Figure 3 uses the results for PS125-180 to demonstrate typical changes in PSDs from the 

imaging method (in (a) and (b)) and in CLDs (in (c) and (d)). Similar to those observed in 

Figure 1(b), the volume-weighted PSDs in Figure 3(b) exhibit a main and a shoulder peak 

corresponding to the spherical and ellipsoidal particles in the sample, respectively. Instead of 

monotonically increasing with increasing solid loading, the particle counts in the PSDs show 
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an initial increase, followed by a decrease at higher solid loadings. Analysis on other particle 

size groups shows similar responses; the particle count only follows the increase of solid 

loading at low concentrations (SFigure 3 in ESI). On the other hand, a gradual increase in 

counts is clearly observed in all CLs for both unweighted and square-weighted CLDs of PS125-

180, as shown in Figure 3(c) and (d). In addition, in both cases, CLDs exhibit a shift of the 

distribution towards smaller CLs, merging of the shoulder (at around 70 µm) with the main 

peak. In the case of unweighted CLDs, a similar response is consistently observed for other 

particle size groups (SFigure 4).   

As shown in Figure 2(a)-(f), the crowded particle population at high solid content can form 

overlapped particle images. It suggests that, in the CL measurement, the CL from a particle 

could become inseparable from the CLs corresponding to other particles overlapped or in close 

proximity. Furthermore, it would compromise the accuracy of the CLD obtained and the 

subsequent size estimation from the CLD inversion. For particle content estimation, the 

crowded particle population results in different impacts on the PSDs and CLDs. Figures 4(a) 

and (b) compare the total number of objects detected, and the number of objects in focus, over 

10,000 frames for the in-line imaging method. Note an object is defined as an image of a 

substance with well-defined edges and can correspond to either a fully or partially in-focus 

particle, or a cluster of overlapping particles.[24] The number of objects in Figures 4(a) and 

(b) can also be expressed as a function of particle number density, as shown in Figures 4 (c) 

and (d). The particle number density is defined as the number of particles in a unit mass of 

suspension; the number of particles is calculated by dividing the total volume of particles to 

the volume of one particle. Given the presence of ellipsoids in most of the particle size groups, 

the calculation of particle volume assumes this shape and the volume of ellipsoids for each size 

group is calculated using the median particle volume obtained by the off-line imaging method.   
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Figure 4(c) shows that the number of objects detected responds linearly to an increase of 

number density; however, the number of objects in focus in Figure 4(d) follows a downward 

trend for particles number density larger than 10,000 particles g-1. The observation is 

independent of the particle size group and can be attributed to overlapping particles at higher 

concentrations. Overlapped particles are more likely to be discarded by partially falling outside 

the image frame and together with the deteriorated contrast of the images for high 

concentrations, reduces the representativeness of the results from in-line imaging. Therefore, 

the particle number density of 10,000 particles g-1 can be considered as the upper limit for 

quantitative in-line image analysis on solid loading. Previous studies by Agimelen et al. [7] 

and Cardona et al. [24] identified challenges in estimating PSD from data captured with PVM 

due to camera resolution limits and out of focus rejection requirements. However, limits of 

particle number density which can be used for an accurate analysis was not identified. This 

parameter allows defining the required image contrast and resolution for the future design of 

in-line imaging equipment and extends the applicability of the image analysis algorithm. It also 

informs the user of the experimental conditions where other PAT techniques need to be sought 

for more reliable results.   

Similarly, an increase in total CL counts from unweighted CLDs is observed when increasing 

solid loading and particle number density, as shown in Figure 5. For smaller particles, Figure 

5(a) shows reduced linearity between the total CL counts and solid loading as a result of the 

overcrowded suspensions and concomitant reduction in signal resolution in CL measurements. 

In suspensions with high solid content, the incident light for CL measurements can undergo 

several light scattering events that produce a diffused reflected signal, which in turn is 

background noise that interferes with the determination of CLs by reducing the number of 

counts. Compared to Figure 4(d), Figure 5(b) shows improved linearity between particle 

number density and total CL count. Also, Figure 5 does not indicate an upper detection limit 
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for CL counts but reveals the potential for utilising CL counts as an indicator of solid content 

in a suspension.  

3.3.Estimating particle size and concentration from CLD using PLSR analysis 

As discussed, the PSD obtained is strongly dependent on the measurement technique, and there 

is no intuitive way to accurately describe the "true" particle size distribution or concentration 

of a system, particularly for in-line methods. Although the quality of the PSDs obtained through 

in-line imaging can be improved by increasing the number of frames captured or by optimising 

the optical design of the probe, the results are an adequate representation within the range of 

applicability (< 10,000 particles g-1) without further need for data processing. However, 

important limitations have been identified for PSDs obtained through inversion of CLDs due 

to chord splitting, which limits the scope of use of this method for particle size estimation. As 

discussed previously, the chord splitting is often observed when analysing large and smooth 

transparent particles. Nevertheless, it can still affect the CLDs from crystals of different shapes 

or surface roughness, despite the reduction of specular reflection.[32] Despite the performance 

limitations of the inversion method, a good correlation still exists between the changes in CL 

counts and positions in CLDs, and particle size and concentration. Therefore, it is highly 

desirable to explore alternatives to physical-based analysis approaches for estimating particle 

information which minimise potentially misleading results.   

PLSR analysis is a multivariate analysis (MVA) method which utilises an inferential statistical 

approach for analysing changes in variables and identifying hidden features in complex data. 

PLSR is widely adopted in spectroscopic studies where the changes of chemical or physical 

species can be related to the changes in spectral features, including intensity and peak 

position.[44-46] Since the shape of CLDs resembles the response observed in spectral analysis, 

PLRS is investigated as an alternative to the inversion method. 
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The unweighted and square-weighted CLDs used for PLSR analysis are shown in Figure 6. 

Considering the CLDs from PS630-800 correspond mostly to the split chord, all CLDs from 

this size group are excluded from the analysis. As the CL count varies significantly from 20 up 

to 700, it could be challenging for the PLSR model to capture features in CLDs related to 

particle size. The pre-processing approaches, SNV and logarithmic transformation (log), were 

selected to convert the CLDs into a comparable y-scale and improve the linear relationship 

between the CLDs and the parameters of interest.  

Table 3 summarises PLSR models for estimating particle size using CLDs pre-processed 

differently. The number of latent variables (LVs) for each model was chosen based on the 

minimum number required to achieve the merit of the model. SNV pre-processing contributes 

to a noticeable improvement in the models through either reducing the RMSECV or the number 

of LVs required. The combination of both pre-processing methods, however, results in the 

poorest performance. Although the log transformation brings the CL counts into a comparable 

scale, it also makes the CLD shape and position less distinguishable between different particle 

size groups, limiting the improvement to the model performance. In this case, only a small 

improvement is obtained, and the model requires using more LVs. Since the SNV is a 

normalisation method to regularise the variation in the data, the pre-processed CLDs become 

more consistent within the same particle size group resulting in improved model performance. 

Models using SNV pre-processed CLDs consistently return the best model performance for 

both types of CLDs, although the improvement is limited to only slightly reduced RMSECV 

and R2, as well as fewer LVs required. To further differentiate model performance, the 

RMSECV curves for models established through SNV pre-processed unweighted and weighted 

CLDs are compared, as shown in Figure 7(a). Both models exhibit similar behaviour with a 

clear indication of the number of LVs for calibration. Considering square-weighted CLDs 

require one less LV, the model is chosen as the best model for the particle size estimation, 
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giving an RMSECV of 27.6 µm and an R2 of 0.950. Note Figure 7(d) and (e) are shown in the 

linear chord length scale to present the features of CLDs and corresponding LVs. The format 

in which the CLs are expressed does not affect model performance.  

Similar analysis steps were applied to establish PLSR models for estimating solid loadings in 

the suspension. As the effect of solid loading mainly manifests in CLDs as an increase in counts 

for all CL groups, the large difference in CL counts can be utilised by the PLSR model. 

However, as Figure 3(c) indicated, the increase in solid loading also alters the shape of CLDs, 

mainly by shifting and broadening the main CL peak, which in turn reduces the resolution of 

the minor CL peak or shoulder. Since such changes in CLDs are dependent on the particle size 

group, it could add complexity to the PLSR analysis. 

Table 4 summarises PLSR models established for estimating particle concentration using 

different pre-processed CLDs; similar performance was obtained for all models established on 

pre-processed CLDs. The pre-processing methods suppress the magnitude difference in the 

CLDs, which subsequently enhances the influence of non-systematic changes in the CLD 

shape. The best PLSR model results in an RMSECV of 1.06 wt% and R2 of 0.897 using 

unweighted CLDs without pre-processing. Similar RMSECV and R2 are obtained from square-

weighted CLDs, but the model requires more LVs.  

Results from the best PLSR model on estimating solid loading are shown in Figure 8. The 

RMSECV curve in Figure 8(a) shows a clear decrease in the error after using more than 2 LVs 

and reaches a plateau when 5 LVs or more are used. As observed in Figure 3(c) and (d), the 

increase of solid loading not only increases CL counts but also causes a shift towards smaller 

lengths among samples in the same particle size group. Figure 8(d) shows all CLDs used for 

the PLSR analysis. The PLSR model results in loading curves exhibiting oscillating features, 

as those for LV2-5 in Figure 8(e1) and (e2). These features, when combined with the loading 
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curve of LV1, can resemble the shape of CLDs for different particle size groups, and describe 

the change in the CLD due to the increase of solid content. The features in Figure 8(e1) and 

(e2) are typically observed when developing multivariate regression models to describe a 

system where the measured profile shifts with the modelled condition, such as models 

describing the temperature-dependent shift of the water absorption peak.[47] The changes in 

CL counts in each particle group are captured by the PLSR model, showing good linearity in 

the prediction with residuals scattered randomly, as shown in Figures 8(b) and (c). The issue 

of CLD affected by the overcrowded particle population or chord splitting does not lead to any 

apparent outliers in the prediction and residual plots, although samples of the extreme 

conditions may be found to have slightly larger residuals. 

Overall, the results from the PLSR analysis are encouraging. Together with the complex 

response of CL to the parameters of interest and the different mixing ratios of ellipsoidal to 

spherical particles, the complicated information contained in the small dataset under 

consideration is effective in demonstrating the potential for using MVA-based quantitative 

analysis for in-line particle measurements. Other in-line particle analysers can also benefit from 

a similar approach if the sample is within specific performance limits; in the case of in-line 

imaging, the particle number density limit is 10,000 particles g-1. The results of the comparative 

analysis indicate a viable methodology for the full extraction of the information captured in-

line. Unexpected changes in CLD such as chord splitting, [40, 43, 48, 49] non-uniform 

backscattering [32, 43] and increasing particle number density, which cannot be modelled 

accurately by physical-based inversion method, can be interpreted systematically by 

multivariate analysis.  

4. Conclusions 

The results of a comparative study of the method of analysis and the performance of in-line 

and off-line imaging, in-line chord length measurement and laser diffraction techniques to 
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quantify particle size and concentration in suspensions are presented. The presence of non-

spherical particles in the mixture can be captured by PSDs from off-line measurements and in-

line imaging methods. The mixture of spherical and ellipsoidal particles in the suspension 

increases the complexity and the challenge in deriving the information contained in CLDs, 

translating in a reduction in the sensitivity of the CLD inversion method at estimating particle 

size. The in-line methods also show limited performance in estimating larger particles (> 300 

µm) due to split chords in CLD measurements and particles being more likely to fall on the 

image frame for in-line imaging. On the other hand, quantitating particle concentration can be 

achieved using particle and CL counts from in-line methods. The performance is only reliable 

for suspensions of a particle density under 10,000 particles g-1; above such a limit, a non-linear 

response is observed in both in-line imaging and CL measurements due to overlapping 

particles. 

The study also evaluates the use of PLSR analysis as an alternative approach to quantitate 

particle size and concentration. Similar PLSR model performance is obtained for models 

established on the weighted and unweighted CLDs. The best models result in an RMSECV of 

27 µm and 1.06 wt% for estimating particle size and concentration, respectively. 

PLSR models better describe the changes in CLDs with increasing solid loading; improved 

linearity is observed when compared to the estimation using the CL counts. While the 

evaluation established PLSR models for median particle size, the findings encourage further 

development of MVA-based analysis for estimating PSD. The results indicate a potentially 

promising approach to obtaining quantitative particle information in-line without the need to 

apply inversion algorithms for CLD analysis. 
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Figure 1 

 

 

Figure 1: PDF from different techniques used in this study: (a)-(f) correspond to the groups of 

the smallest particles to the largest particles in Table 1. The shaded size ranges correspond to 

those defined by sieving. Insufficient data was captured from the in-line imaging method for 

PS630-800. 
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Figure 2 

 

 

Figure 2: (a)-(f) Typical in-line images of polystyrene beads at 10 wt.% of (a) PS0-90, (b) 

PS125-180, (c) PS180-250, (d) PS250-355, (e) PS300-500 and (f) PS630-800. The scale bar 

indicates 100 µm. (g) Cumulative distributions of aspect ratio obtained from off-line imaging 

(solid lines) and in-line imaging (dashed lines) analysis. 
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Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 3: Effect of solid loading of PS125-180 expressed in PSDs from in-line image analysis, 

and CLD. a) and b) are particle counts of the number- and volume-weighted ECD obtained 

from imaging, and the shaded area corresponds to the size range defined by sieving. c) and d) 

are unweighted and square-weighted CLDs, respectively, and the dashed line corresponds to 

the chord length of maximum count at 1 wt.%. 
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Figure 4 

 

Figure 4: a) Total number of objects detected and b) number of objects in focus by in-line 

imaging at different particle sizes and solid loadings. c) and d) express the total number of 

objects in a) and b), respectively, in terms of particle number density. 
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Figure 5 

 

Figure 5: Changes in total number of CL counts with a) solid loading and b) number of particles 

per g of sample, for all samples. 
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Figure 6 

 

Figure 6: (a) unweighted and (b) square-weighted CLDs used for multivariate regression 

analysis. 
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Figure 7 

 

Figure 7: (a) RMSECV curve of models built on unweighted and square-weighted CLDs pre-

processed by SNV, (b)-(e) correspond to the model built on the SNV pre-processed, squared-

weighted CLDs. (b) and (c) are the prediction plot and residual plot. (d) presents the pre-

processed CLDs, and (e1) and (e2) correspond to the LV curves of the model. 
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Figure 8 

 

Figure 8: (a) RMSECV curve, (b) prediction plot, (c) residual plot from the PLSR model built 

on the unweighted CLDs (in (d)) for estimating solid loading. (e1) and (e2) to LV1-2 and LV 

3-5, respectively. 
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S1. Experimental Setup 

 

 

SFigure 1: Experimental setup for the in-line particle measurements. 
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S2. Effect of specular reflection 

 

SFigure 2: A PVM image of a large, transparent particle with a smooth surface. 

 

SFigure 2 shows a typical example of a reflected image of particle from PVM measurement. 

Two sets of bright dots, each consisting of 6 ‘dots’ are clearly observed inside the particle. The 

larger dots in the outer set correspond to the specular reflection of the PVM’s six illumination 

laser beams from the upper surface of the particles. The smaller dots in the inner set can be 

attributed to the reflected illumination from the back of the particle due to internal reflection. 

The image highlights the potential challenges inherent in current CL measurement. Transparent 

particles have been reported to yield poor size analysis in CL measurement 1-4. These particles 

produce considerable specular reflection, or a high degree of internal reflection, of the laser 

incident beam for the measurement, resulting in the split of the chords.  
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S3. Effect of solid loading on PSD using in-line imaging method 

 

 

SFigure 3: Effect of solid loading on the number-weighted ECD obtained from in-line image analysis. 

(a)-(e) corresponds to PS0-90, PS180-250, PS250-355 and PS300-500, respectively. The shaded size 

range corresponds to those defined by sieving.  

 

SFigure 3 exhibits the effect of solid loading on the number-weighted ECD for all particle size 

groups (except for PS630-800, where no sufficient particles are collected). Since the number-

weighted distribution is sensitive to the particle count in the sample, increasing the solid 

loading initially increases the number of objects detected by PVM before the maximum particle 

number density is reached. A further increase in solid loading can overcrowd images, and 

particles are subsequently discarded by the image analysis algorithm.  
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S4. Effect of solid loading in CLD 

 

 

 

SFigure 4: Effect of solid loading on the a) unweighted and b) square-weighted CLD using (1) PS0-

90, (2) PS180-250, (3) PS250-355, (4) PS300-500 and (5) PS630-800. The dashed line corresponds to 

the most frequent CL at 5 wt%.  
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SFigure 4 shows the effect of solid loading on the unweighted and square-weighted CLD for 

the different particle size ranges evaluated. In all size groups, an increase in the solid loading 

leads to an increase in the number of counts in unweighted CLDs, and a shift in the most 

frequent CL to a smaller CL is observed. The unweighted CLDs for PS0-90 in SFigure 4(a) 

show a peak with a shoulder whose relative count to the main peak increases with the solid 

loading, similar to those observed for PS125-180 in Figure 3(c). The peak at ~30 µm in SFigure 

4(a) should be related to the diameter of the spheres and the width of ellipsoidal particles. 

Expressing the CL measurement in the square-weighted distribution (as observed in SFigure 

4(b1)-(b5)) enhances the information related to larger chord lengths, which typically has fewer 

CL counts and is not easy to see in the unweighted CLD due to the lower probability of being 

collected. 
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